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ABSTRACTS OF THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL 
      LITERATURE IN JAPAN

Vol. %VII July, 1943 No. 4

          1-GENERAL 

(ST RUCTURF.-PRO PFRTI ES-RF.ACP IONS)

   The relation between double refrac-
tion and crystal structure of the KH.-
PO, type. 'I•. Oda J. C•'leenr. Sx. Jalxia. 
63, is;-rGt (t94'--)•-BY aPPlying Etdaltl's 
atomistic theory of crystal optip, _ the rlouhle 
refmctionof the fourionic crystals, KH_PO„ 
KILAsQ-„ NII,II_PQ en8 NII,II~AsO, was 
calcd. 'they belong to the tetragonal system 
and have the same I-Iz_ y~pe structure. It 
was assumed that an isobnpic dipole corres-

ponds to the DI* ion {K*, NH,*), while an 
anisotropic dil><de correspond; to the (HgAX,,J-
ion [viz. {[I,PO,)-, (II. AsO,)-]. It was also 
assmned here that the principal aces of 

polarisability ellipsoid of the (H~,AX,)- ion 
were parallel to the crystal axes (a, a, c) and 
at the saint time to the coonlinated axes (s, 

y, z). •I'hen, from the optictl and the X-ra}• 
data of the respective crpsti] and the known 
value of polarisahility of the fi~ee bI~ ion 

(0.88 A' for K+, [.6z A' for NH,*), there. 
were obtained the principal polariv-tbilities of 

(HrAS,)-: viz. a:{=ay)=j.yz A', a:=i•i3 
A' for (I-LYO,)- in KII,PO,; a:(=ar)= 

7.zo :1', a:=6.St A' for (II.AsO.J- in 
KH,AsO,; a:(=ay)=bay A', a,=j.3q A' 
for (H.PO,)- in NII,HePO, ; a,(=as)=7.30 
A', ax=6.qt A' for (I-I:AsO,)- in NI~I,H, 
AsO,. I'.unhcr, the eqs. obtained of the 
principal refractive indices were exannl. and 
it. was concluded that such anisotropy of 
polarisability of (IL:\%,)- ion played an 
important role•in the birefringence of these 
crystals. 'I'bis may he caused by [he optical 
interaction bohveen two oxygen atoms which 
are linked together by the hydrogen bond

almost nearly parallel to the axes of these 
cr}•stals. In confirmation of this point, there 
was treated the case of K11;P0:, crystal by 
the method of \V.H. Bragg and results 
obtained fairly consistent with the above dis-
cussion. Author. 

   A liquid model of atomic nuclei. 
T. Nagamiya sort 'p. Noguti. I;•rx:. I'kya: 
Jlatk..Scc..7ayau, 24, 4, 3oG-;tz (ty:lz).-
Heapy atomic nuclei are n•eamd under the 
assumption [hat each •par[icle in them is 
vibrating in a cell formed by ,its neighbours. 
rLr average interaction potential similar to 
that acth\g-behceen atoms or molecules, was 
assumed to exist between any hco nuclear 

Ixtrticles, and the liquid Ihe~ry of Lennard-
Jones and Devonshire was used to talc. the 
binding energy and the radius of the nudcus, 
the thermal motions of stout[ in the cvse of 
Leonard-Jones and Devonshire being replaml 
by the quantum mech. zero-point motions of 
the nuclear particles. It was found that, as 
far as the order of magnitude u concerned, 
the results are in good agreement with the 
expt. and do not comradict with the darn 
usually obtained from light nuclei. 

                         Authors.

   Raman effect and dipole moment 
in .relation to free rotation. XIV. 
Chlorobromoethane, chloroiodoethane, 
and bromoiodoethane. ti. RIizusima, Y. 
1tilorhto, Y. 1lfiyahara, hI. '1'omurr and Y. 
Ohamura. Sc. P.. 39, 387-3y5 (ty4z)•'-
The .Raman SpCCtnt of CIIi,GC1I,&• and
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CIH,C-CII,I•in-the liquid and solid 'states 
surf that of I3r1I,C-CH..i in:-the solid state 
were observed. The values of dipole moment 
oC CII-hC-CILI and BrI1,C-CH,_I were 
measured-.- in hexane, heptanu, and betuene 
sols. From these exptl. resnltg it is concluded 
that the molecules of these diLalogenocthanes 
take the traps and gavche forms in the Iiyuid 
state and only the turns form in the solid 
state. The assi;tuncnt of the skeletal fre-

quencies oC hoth of the n•ans and gauche 
ntolecvles is discussed and the frequency of 
the Roman-inactive defomtation vibration of 
the turns molecule of CIIT._C-CILC1 is 
estimated. Authors. 

   ltaman effect and dipole moment 
in relation to free rotation. %Y. 
Roman spectrum of gaseous 1, 2-di-
chloroethane. Y. I1Iorino. I. \1'ata»alre and 
S. IDlizusima. Sc. P., 39, ;qG-qoo (tg4z). 
-By observing the Roman spectrum of the 

vapour of ~, z-dichloro=thane the authors 
show the menistenseof the turns and gauche 
molecules in the gaseous state. The eyuil. 
ratio of these two molecular species in this 
state is, however, fowid to be different fmm 
that ili the liquid state: This is clue to the 
intermolecular 7orces. These forces play so 
important a part in thesolid state that prictical-
ly all the molecules assume the tram fomt. 
%Vh Dielectric constant of gaseous 1, 
2-dichloroethane and the equilibrium 
ratio of rotational isomers. I. \Yata-
nabe, S. 111iiusima, and Y, :1Iorino. ibid., 
39, 4ot-.tog (t94z).-Dielectric counts. of 

gaseous- t, z-dichloroethane. were measured 
at different temps. under various press: From 
this result [hc~ equil. ratio and the enemy 
difference between the traps and gauche iso-
mers are calcd. The partition function used 
in this aalcn. are obtained (mm the molecular 
data of precious espt. Taking. into account 
the result of the intensity measuremevt of 
Roman lines, the egnil. ratio in doe liquid 
state_is also decd. This is discussed in rela-
tion to the value of dielectric count. of -the 

pm'e ligriid. Authors.

 RST RA CTti Vol. XVII

   Viscosity and espanaion-coefficient. 
T. Takeoff. Roll. 'Tokyo Ihriv. Erap., 11, 4, 

g~ g6 (iy4z).-Coeffs. of viscosity and of 
thermal expansion of solid and. of Iiyvid arc 
calcd. from [he vicrv point of utomistics. 

                          Author. 

   On the mass of isotopes. Y. Kato 
and T. Takeuti. Refl. Tokyo Irniv. JSvtg., 11, 
7, _>go-zit (t94z).-1:icL•ing fraction and 
relative abundance of isotopes are charted 
with some- remarks. Authors. 

   Determination of intermo]ecular 
forces from transport phenomena in 
gases. Calculation of viscosity and 
isotopic thermal diffusion according 
to the Sutherland model. 11T. I{ot<•tni. 
Pro. Phye.-Jlatle. Sce. ,hrprr>e, 'l•I, 1, y6-g5 
(t94z-)• Goeff. ofviscosity r of the simple 
gas and the thenual dilTusion ratio of the 
gaseous isotope mixt. are calcd. as Functions 
of temp., according to the theories of F.¢,kog 
and Chapman, assuming the intermolecular 
interaction potential. ofSutherlmui's type 

The assumption usually vta~le that µ is small 

is not introduced, and a 
                  t~iVik'I' 'i and 1tT 

(thermal diffusion tatio) are obt.lineri as 

numerical functions of ~= zl~Ta~. Quantum 
conection is not taken into account in the 

present paper, so that the resalr are not 
direcd}~ applicable fo IIe and H_. The 
results are tetttatively applied to discussions 
of viscosity of N.,, CH„ Ne and to isotopic 
thermal diffusion of CFI, and Ne. Temp. 
dependence of viscosity of N., and CH, is 

represented fairly well by the formula, with 
suitable choice of value, of force parametehs 
a and yr. These parameter values are in 
satisf ctrny agreement with those obtained 
from the second virial coe(f., the agreement 
being much improved by the vse of the 
"enact" formula . ittstead of the usual approx-
imate one (Sutherland fomiula) for the vis-
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cosit_r coeff. In case. of Ne, the result -is 
less satisfactory, and the possibility of ex-

plainigg thedata for heavier inert gases by 
taking repusion of finite softness is discussed, 
b'inally, the temp. dependence of isotopic 
thermal diffusion ratio of Ne and Cii, is 
calcrl. widF the use of pat'anteter cxdues decd. 
from viscosity and is .compared with exptl, 
results,of Nier. Author. 

   On the dissociation of silver oxide 
at low temperatures. S. Iijinra. Ercll. 

Ltst. P/rye. L'hens. I~eae¢reli, 21, 737`743 
(tygz}.-By means of a tlremmbalatme,- to 
which a :mercury ,manometer was attached, 
the following reactions occurring at various 
temp,. between r7o° anA 3jo° have been 

studied r .1ge0-' zAgt z Oe and zAgt 
z O,=Ag_0. It o~as observed (r} that the 
decompn. of Ag.0 begins at a. temp. alxn•e 
z3o° and,. is rompletetl at about z7o° within 
a (ew days, (z) that the influence of press. 
of oxygen pn the decompn. temp. is insiGni-
ficant, and (g) that the oxidation of sih~er 
does not. take place when the press. of 
oxygen is lower than 7Go mm, irrespective 
of both the temp. of the system and the 
fomr of silver which may differ acrnnling to 
the method of preikamiion. I-Ience, it is 
clear that a revere ac{iqn .hardly ,occurs ia. 

the system, Ag,0 r zAgt t O_, under the 

2 press. mentioned above. And the conclusion 
reached by Benton and Drake that the 
decoropn.: of Ag,0 is. reverib]e at temps. 
even as Insv as .r7o°~-tgo° is surmised to 
have been entnteously deduced from the 

press. change. brought alwut by soma other 
causessuch as adsorption,aud desorption. 

                          Author. 

   On the mechanism of the thermal 
dehydration of boric acid. I. Thermal 
analysis of orthoboric acid. N. Taka-
tori. B[iezd¢-h-enbyu.JiGo. 17, 9. 497-Soz 

(tggx).-The author teied the process of the 
well-known thermal analysis upon boric acid,

-r, P,
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fpr the first time. One-g. of the sample seas 
heated in a small platinum crucible. The. 
hot junction of the pyrometer was kept bare 
mrd in direct mutact with .the. sample, and 
the-readings oC [he rising temp. were ploned 
epery zo seconds. It took g hours to raise. 
the. temp. of the sample to7oo°C. from room 
temp. As the results of expr.,Cor q samples 
ofboric acid, such as "Kahlhaum" "Kahl-
baum zu~ Analyse," " Merck " and " extre-
mely pure (in Nippon}," the heating cun~es 
agreed very satisfactorily with _ Bitch other; 
and q halting and G breaking .points were 
obtained on the curses; namely the mean 
values were t3;±t, tg3t, tsgt and 
r 73 t'C. for the fomter, and rostr, u6tr, 
tz3tt, tgStr, ;83tr sort zzG-zqj°C. 
for tls latter, resp. It may he seen, there-
fore, that there is some more polyboric acid 
outside so-called meta- or pyroboric acid. 
'Pfiis will be discussed in the forthcoming 
papers. II. Determinations of the dis-
sociated water from boric xeid, ibid.,. 
17, ..563-5G8 (rggz).-Boric acid ass beated 
in the any n;r current of to, cc./min.,-. and 
dissocd. water svgs- absorbed in P,U, tube. 
The results of this expt. are shown by q 
kinds of curves. (t} The disxicn: of lwric 
acid increases rapidly with the rise of temp. 
from ys° to r3o° ; then it occasionally ceases 
between go° and r7o°; and finally the Com-
plete anhydride is given above j77°. (z) 
The sublimation curve is found to take almost 
the similar course as the dehydration curve, 
although the measuring points a~erc scattered 
more particularly in the i'egioti of the. higher 
temp. It is seen tktat the sublimation of boric 
acid does not- pmctic~111y occur below too°. 
aril it does not exceed .3~o at the greatest. 
(3) The composition enn•e of the residues is 
drawn by the indirect calcrt. (;) The vapour 
press. cun•e is derived from the quantities of 
dissocd. outer, and show that the vapour 
press. arises to t attn. nearly at r;o°°. III. 
Observations on the thermal behaviour 
of boric acid. ibid., Gzt-GzS: {tggz): 
The changes during the heating of boric acid 
were rarefullp olnerved from both the upper
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and lower sides using the platinum crucible 
and the transparent yuartz tuba The facts 
observed are noted in detail. on each thermal 
analytic curve. IV. Discussion of exptl. 
results: iGirl.,bz6-F;z, (tygz).-The mech. 
of the thermal dehydration of lxrric acid is: dis-
cussed on the basis of the thermal analysis 
under due consideration of the expts. of the 
dehydration and of the external observations. 
It is concluded that boric acid begins to lose 
its combined water at m5°, and changes into 
HBO: at t ,3gfr°. Those obtained at 
rg3f r° and tggf9° may be seen to cor-
respond to H,BsO;r (gHBO_~1L.0~ and 
H9B4Og (3HB0=B,0a), butnothing is found 
in the literature about these two suhstances: 
The melting point of I-hB,O9 is ri3tt° 
Those of H,B,Oz and HB,Os occur at 
zzjfr° and z;gtt°, resp. Lastly boric 
anhydride, I1:0,, tg obtained above gjj°. 

                          Author.

   On explosive reaction -of gases. I. 
Explosive reaction of oxyhydrogen gas 
induced by a heated platinum ribbon. 
R. Goto.1'kix.7oze4•ttaZ, 16, rot-rr8 (rq;z}. 

   II. An experiment which shows the 
heterogeneity of the thermal explosion

of oxyhydrogen gas: R: Gotn. T/~is 
.Tnmvual, 16, tqr-rqr (rggz). 

   III. Theoretical. consideration on 
explosive reactions- of gstses: R. Goto. 
Tleia TounzaZ, 16, t5z-r6S (rggz). 

   Compreseional force of magnetized 
iron. T. Takeuti. &ell. 7bkyo Univ. F,Vzg., 
11, 8, z6j-z68 (tq;z}.-1'hcrmal dilatation 
of magnetized iron is calcd. according to 
Ilonda-Hirone's theory. Author 

   The absorptionspectrum of Si I in 
the extreme ultra-violet. 1'. '1'akamine, 
Y". Tauaka and lI. Nakal•ama. Sc. ft, 39, 

;ag-4afi (tggz).-\Vhen a disruptive dis-
charge is pined through a quarts capillary 
in rarefied gases, the Lymaa continuum in 
the extreme ultra-violet is seen intercepted 
by many absorption lines. A beautiful 
Rydberg. sedes composed of several of those 
absorption lines is found to he due to Si I. 
It is mast likely that the excited silicon 
atoms exploded 5nm the capillary wall are 
rich in the aureole at the mouth of the 
capillary, soil the aureole acts as an absorb 
ing layer. Authors.

2-SUB.ATOMICS, RADIOCHEMISTRY 

       PHOTOCHEMISTRY

AND

   Vibrational structure of the '~',a<-
'T~ Rydberg series of N_. Y. 1'anaka 
and T. Tahnm'ure. .Se. P, 39, ;zy-q;6 
(rgg2}.-The (t.o} 1,anda• of the \Srorley-
Jenkias series of N_ (=_r,R~'~*) were newly 
fowrd in absorption: The limit of this new 
(r.o)' Rydberg series is found to he rzy.83q 
eni t (a j8zlzfi A}, or at rq.jjo colts, whereas 
that of \VOrley-Jenkins series (o.o) bands lies 
ut tz5.6yo cm-' (Z.79i•ja A}, or at t5.5o3. 
volts. The expt was carried out using a ; 
metre grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph. 

                            Authors.

   Vibrational structure of the '~Q 

(Oo*)rs~'a Rydberg series of O.. Y. 
Tutaka and 1'. 1'akamine. Sc. P., 39, q;y 
-;q6 {rggz).-Using_ a g metre gmzing in-

cidence vacuum spectrograph the extreme 
ulna-violet O, ahsorption hand ryas irivcs-
tigated. 1\rhereas the results of Price and 
Collins were confimmd-in the main,-certain 
modificaiions i¢ their davification seem 
necessary. Their Q progression, together with 
some of their V and \V bands, can be ar-
raged into three rli[ferent series, each funn-
ing a R}'dherg series and converging resp, to
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the normal (c=o), and the vibiationaf (v>mt; 
and v=i) states ofan excited Oe* electronic 
state which i\fulliken. first tentltively called 
L'`F,'R. and ryas later confirmed by Nevin; 
thus constituting the (o.o), p a), and (z.o) 
bands of n'~=~'' Rydberg series of O. 
The ionization potential corresponding to the 

O+6'~ sttte comes out as r8:o7gto.ooq 
volts, agreeing closely with the values t8.rt 
o.t colts obtained by combining the date for 
the b'~~a'II, bands of O,* together 
with the elecunn impact data for the a''li'„ 
state. Beside these, there was Found another. 
Rydberg type absorption IxinJ series in the 
region of shorter wave-lengths, that converge 
at d Gzo A (zo.zt volts), for which the cor-
responding electronic state in O,* has trot so 
fv been known. Apart from [he Rydberg 
type bands, there were also found a consider-
able number of absorption bands forming 
several ditlerent progressions (non-Rydberg 
type) in-she region extending from d 70o A 
to tooo A. Authors. 

   CO absorption spectra in the ex-
treme ultra-violet. Y. "I'anaka. Sc. 1':, 
39, a47--q55 (rggz)•-Using a 3 metre 

grazing incidence vacuum spectrograph the 
absorption spectra of CO molecules in the 
extreme ultra-violet were investigated. Two 
sec, of CO absorption hands each .forming a 
Rydberg series (out sharp, and the other 
diffuse) were found. 't'hey show the vibrn-
tional structure similar to the AT, and O: 
absorption series recently reported. Both the 
shar[t and the diffuse P.yrllmrg series converge 
to an approximately common limit t587ao 
cm'' or at tq.58 co1U. This value of ioniza-
tion potential obtained for the (o.o) bands 
agrees closely with the vested. value obtained 
by conilrinigg the data of electron impact 
expt. and that of the analysis of CO+' bands 

                        Author. 

   The extreme- ultra-violet absorp-
tion spectraof nitric oxide. Y. Tanaka. 
Sc. P., 39, 45G-aG4 (tggz).-The absorp-
tion band spectra of nitric oxide molecules

Frrdinrlumis Ph 6try and aloes tnusfry ASI 

were investigated in the extreme ultra-violet 
region with t m normal incidence .type va-
cuum spectrograph using the helium con; 
tinuum as a background. Among-a large 
number of the discrete absorption bands, three 
Rydberg type series converging az 677 A, 
7ggA and.87z A resp, were classified. The 
relative posirions of these three limits arc 
identical to those of the energy states. of the 
ionized niMc oxide molecules (NO+).. Ap• 
plying the general rule for the relative 
positions of the electronic states nf. isoelecN 
conic molecule, the term characters of the 
newly found NO+ electronic states were in-
vestigated, and the positions of the (on) 
bands of NO+ band systems. are anticipated. 

                       Author. 

   On the helium continuum. Y. Ta-
naka Sc. P., 39, qG5-474 (tggz).-The 
properties of the helium continuum ((ao A-
tooo A) were investigated tinder various exptl. 
conditions. One of the most important re-
sults has been that the helium continuum 
has two nrax. intcacity regions at .8t8Aand 
G7q A, and one min. intensity region at about 
yr7A. A passible explanation for [his fact 
was attempted by using the Franck-Condon 
principle obtaining the potential curves of the 
upper is a zs dF]~, r a zs a'~,'e and the 
lower unstable {a„ts)°'~,R states. It was 
also obsen•ed that this continuum was much 
intensified either by increasing the helium 
press. in the discharge tube, or by decreasing 
the length of the spark gap. At a press. 
higher than 5o mm of mercury, this continuum 
appeared intensely. Rfien, however, the 
helicon press became greater, the resonance 
line ~ (58q=A) of helium atom decreased in 
intensity, and finally it fumed to an absorp-
tion band having its sharp head at the long 
wave-length- side. At a low or medium 
press. (from r mm to 3 mm of mercury) 
therecould be obtained a still intense con-
tinuum by decreasing the length of spark gap 
down to 0.5 corn, but in a silent discharge 
the continuum diminished in intensity to 
nearly zero, wherras, on the other hand, the
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helium resonance line (58q A) and 60o A 
diffuse band appeared very intensively. These 
facts suggest not only-the dilicrence between 
the origin of helium continuum -and that of 
fwo A ditfuse band, but also a close rnrrela-
tion between o0o A band and helium re-
sot><ance line (SBq.A). Author. 

   On the energy states of the valency 
electrons in some metals, I, 14. The 
nature of-the activation energy of 7.n 
in its self-diffusion.: ill. SatS. So: Repla.. 
%rnlvrku bop. Uriin., 31, 1, 38-qo (rygz).-
The activation energyof '/.n in its selfdi(fu-
sion, Q=tg6o0cal./mol. [F. R. Bank, Phya. 
Reu., 59, 37S (t94r)f, cortesponding to v/R 
=0.003: per atom, is explained as the energy 
of the dissocn. in nhich the molecule o` %n_ 
in the state. lit= (~s, qp) (qs, qd)'F or E~-
(qs, 4P) (4+. SP)'D, dissociates into avo atoms 
in the states, (qs, 4p)'P~ and (4s, qp)'P, the 

probabilities of the occurrence in Et and Er 
being in ratio 1 :0.06. Author. 

   Contribution to the technique of 
the manufacture of the secondary-
electron emissive surface. I{. Takayanagi 
and T. Horii. J. Iatal. EJee. F.1rg. J¢patt, 
2, 10, iii-3iy (tygr).-Expts. avere made 
with Cs-Cs.,O-Ag targets to investigate the 
elTect of various factor on the multiplication 
ratio, R, of these targets. .For a lower 
velocity of the impinging primary electrons. 
the max. of the ratio R was found at which

the colour of the silver oxide assumed the 
fits[ yellow of the interference orders, and 
the amount of caesium- :distilled upon the 
oxidized layer. was relatively sma1L For a 
higher primary electron velocity, dre mac of 
the ratio R was found at a thick.r oxidized 
layer (in temu of interference colour: blue 
violet} avhich has slightly more caesium" in 

it composition. The similar results were 
observed during the heat-treazment or -activa-
tion of the targets. In an earlier stage of 
the treatment, where the target possesses a 
relatively'high pltoto•sensitivity,tpe multiplica-
tion ratio R attains its max. value at a higher 

p~mary electron velocity and the ratio R 
varies slowly with the electron velocity near 
the max. As the treatment proceeds on, a 
secon lary emission increases, and then4emains 

practically con;[. while th° photo-sensitivity 
diminishes, in which the sharply defined 
max. of the ratio R is observed at a lower 

pritrary electron velocity. It appears from 
these characteristics that the secondary emis-
sion proceeds from the Cs.O layer while the 
caesium adsorbed upon the surface diduses 
the impinging primary elecitons. 1Vith regfrd 
to the manufactm~e of targets, it seems pre-
ferable that the oxidization of silver should 
be discontinued when the first yellow of the 
interference order apps vs, and that caesium 
in exce"ss may be distilled upon the oxidized 
layers, followed by a tho:0ugh heat-treat-
ment. Authors.

3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY 
            (THERMODYNAMICS)

   Mechanism of stepped discharge. 

H. Nomoto. J. brsl. F./rc., Eng. J¢pxn, ~ 5; 
10-12, tqz-tq5 (rggr).-Stepped discharge 
appears when the electrode is not heated but 
it vanishes in a tube. with mt iudirectly~heated 

elecuoae. From this fact, it ran be deduced 
that the. energy consumed during the stepped

discharge in the tube is 4amfonne.l. to heat 

energy in the proce""~ of spark dischame or 

electric breakdown of gas. The energy wn• 
sumed-in thcH, discharge: tube was studied 

with a number d~f elccti~ocle ut.rterials such 

as Hg, %n, Pb, AI, Cu, etc. 'Cheresults of 
various expt,. reveal that the consumption of
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energy is mostly confined to the cathode in 
the form n( heat which cause a local 
heating at a point on the surface of the 
cathode to form cathode spot where the 
cathode material beb*ins to vapoudze, and 
that when its vapour press. reaches a certain 
valne, arc discharge starts to Decor rapidly: 
In a IL discharge stepped discharge vanishes 
when the gas press. becomes equal m the 
vapour press., but it is not necessary that the 
vapour press, shoulh he equal to the gas 

press: in the whole inl>c, if the vapour press. 
near the cathale spot reaches a sufficient 
value. At n const. temp., as press. becomes 
higher, ioniration becomes intense in the 
space around the cathode fall m balance the 
vapour. press. of cathode metal, so that the 
energy -is greatly reduced. 1'he i`oltagc crir-
rent characteristic curve bf stepped discharge 
shows a similar form to that of low current 

glow. In the stepped discharge, the physical 
meaning of the characteristic cun•e should 
he inferpreted as follows: If the current is 
smaller than the normal total current, the 

glow spreads over the elecnode surface. 
This condition is referred to as hwmal dis-
charge. When currenFincreases beyond the 
normal total current, the glow- concentrates 
into a small point on the electrode surface 
and foams a sufficieut cathode spot to trim 
into arc discharge. This is defined as 
abnormal discharge. Author. 

    Stepped discharge in argon and 
 helium. H. Komoto. J. led. Elec. 73rg. 

Japxtn, 5, 4, 72-74 (ty4t).-In stepped 
discharge the slope of abnormal discharbeof 
the voltage current characteristic curve is 
largely dependent on the kind of electrode 
material, and, more or less, on the press. and 
elechode distance in the tube. The vohage 
current characteristic curve of stepped dis-
charge is also influenced by the kind-of gas, 
and iG slope in the abnornal discharge region 
shows a similar tendency to that of low 
current discharge ewde. The stepped dis-
chargeoF He shoes a remarkable peculiarity 
of its own, and, onlike in other gasses, its

g-Ef<rbroa/rmripy nud 7%urnrorArmiafrp A:",{ 

step slopes down, the first potential drop 
being not very rapid. -The difference between 
nomml cathode falls of dynamic and static 

glow is about to~V, which is approximately 
ro% of the voltage of other gases. The 
difference between the normal cathode -fall 
of low current glow and electric breakdown 
vohage is also about the came. 1'he. normal 
cadtode fall. of both glows of stepped dis-
charge in He has the same characteristics as 
in other gases. 'fhe nomral total current 
becomes coax. at podgy which is pl of minimum 
electric' breakdown voltage. Below peda it 
increases in proportion to (pods)=. and above 

ppd, it decreases in proportion to pd, Where 
pdis large, normal glow discharge vanishes. 
The characteristic curve of abnormal dis-
charge has the smallest inclination. at pads. 
The inclination of stepped discharge is afTected 
by the kind of gas, its press. electrode dis-
tance, and electrode material, but in the case 
of low current glow, it. is not influenced by 
electode material. Author. 

   The mechanism of electrical break-
down of insulating liquids. S S1wa. 
J: htst. Flee. F;ng: Jalrart; 2; i3q-x38 
(rygt).-In this paper, the author intendsio 
clarify the mech. of electrical breakdown of 
insulating liquids by investigations of dust 
figures and Lichtcnhergs figures. The e~ptl. 
results: are summarized as follotes: r: Elect-
rival breakdown of liquid insulators is 
caused by neg. and pos. "twig-file" stream-
ers. z. Pos. and neg. "nr7g-like" streamers 
ate of entirely ilifferent chamctet islics; and 
the breakdown of insulation is not effected 
until spark discharge is completed, which is 
caused by the neg. streamer stretching out to 
reach the pos. electrode after the meeting of 
the two streamers. g. Both pos. and neg. 
streamers are the phenomena of purely local 
electrical breakdown which is caused by the 
ionization by collision of electrons. There-
fore, the breakdown of insulation caused by 
these' sneatiters is purely electrical. The 
electron stream after the 'meeting of the hro 
streamers is~probably supplied mainly by the
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neg. electrode. ;. In a void the same 
"twig- like" streamers occur independently, 
and they are likewise caused by the ioniza-
tion by collision of electrons. 5, "Treeing" 
obtained by the carboniration of the discharge 

path on the surface of a solid in arr insula-
ting liquid Imars a striking resemblance to 
the. "twig-like" figures obtained by residual 
charge or Lichtenberg's figtues on photogra-

phic plates, but they arc different in poses 
and characteristic. b. "Treeing" and "hvig-
like" figures are similar in the final process 
leading to insulation brpkdowq drongh the 
former is due to the thermal action of the 
streamer. ~ Author. 

   Diffusion of ions and deionization 
time of low preesure mercury-vapor 
discharge tubes. S Ariga. J. but Elec. 
E}tg..7apan, 62, 3, tar fry;z).-In the study 
of mercury-arc rectifiers and inverters, the 
deionization time becomes an important pro-
blem, and~the diffusion of ions through dre 
arc guide amt buffer of the mercury-arc 
rectifier has an -important effeM upon the 
operation of Iheseapparalus. In the study 
of these phenomena, ~hc con<lition of the 
deionization at the tube wall should be taken 
into account, but it was formerly entirely 
neglected. The ions diffuse towards the wall 
and are there deionizedand disappear, There-
fore, when the vapor density is high and 
the diffusion cons[. of the ion is small, there 
is an enormous gradient of ion rletuity to-
wards the wall, so that the ion density before 
the wall is nearly zero. On the contrary, 
when the vapor deasily is low the condition 
is entirely dilTerent If this effect is taken 
into account, the condition of the diffusion 
of ions and deionization is entirely different 
according as the vapor density is high or 
low, and this is mathematically treated and 
solved. From the result of this solo., when 
the vapor density is lower than o.t mm, the 
quantity of ions char diffuse through a tube, 
for example, varies strikingly with the vapor 
density, and this fact. is entirely different from 
that expected from Schottky's formula here-
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tofore used and even a. cliB'erence of nearly 
one hundredfold occurs and this fact is 
proved by. expts. Author. 

   The electric cond_uetivity of the 
semi-conductors. T. FIibi. Deekigal:rt-
ktiiahi, 63, 83 (tyg3).-In the electric con-
ductivity of the semi-conductors such as 
ZnO, AI:Os and etc., it is well knomh that 
the active energy varies by the different 
manner of treatment. L'ut it is not possible to 
interprets these phenomena according to Wilson's 
theory, since it considers only one active energy 
which does not depend on the treatment. 
Nijboer has attempted to remove this dif6culity 
by assumption of the existence of the impurity 
centres sort of 'frozen-in' vacant lattice points. 
In the present paper the elecu~ic copductivity 
ofLn0 and AIA, is calcd. by the following 
dtree eys.; (iJ the equation derived without 
approximation in Wilsons eaten.; (ii) the ey. 
replacing the 14laxwcll-distribution by the 
Femri-I)irae statistics in Ey. (i) ; (iii) the ey. 
computed without approximation in Ni}boor's 
ctlrn. As the result, it is recognized that 
the variation of active energy due to the 
trclunent can Lu explained qualitatively by 
all the three eys. Further, the qualities of 
the three eqs. are also discussed by com-
paring some exptl. results hitherto obtained. 

                          Author. 

   On the thermionic emission of the 
semi-conductors. T, Hibi. Dcnkigaku-
kaiahi, 63, Sq (ty43).-Following the equa-
tion replacing the iVlacwell,distribution by the 
Fermi-I)iiac statistics in Wilson's plcn., a 
new thermionic emission (onnula (or the 
semi-conductors is derived. For the purpose 
of comparing the calcd. values with the 
ezptl. resultc, the thermionic emission of the 
semi-conductor Aa0 is evaluated by this 
formula. From the results of this calm., it 
is found that the proportional Factor varies from 
ne to n„}.,and from e'R to e'at" when the 
temp. is, increasing. Aecordingl}'~ it is sug-
gested that. the positive temp. coeff. of ~ work 
function exists in the oxide coated cathode

4 (1943)
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 similar as in the pm~e metal. Some con-
 siderations are made withrespecb to the facts 
 that work function differs by the methods of 

 measurements and that there exists a parallel-
 ism between electric conductivity and ther-

 mionic emission of the,same semi.conductor. 
                         Author. 

    Studies on magnetochemistry. -I. 
Diamagnetic susceptibility of seleno-
phene. 1. G. Hazato. J. Cke»z Sce. ,7a~ran, 
63, [685-[688 (i94z).-bieasuring the 
magnetic susceptibility of selenophene, by 
means of modified Wciss-Fcex method, the 
author obtained the value : Xy=-66:Sz x 
Io-". This value is compareri with those of 
fumn, pyrrole; and thiophene measured by 
]3onino and others. Tverpone of these expel. 
values shows, however, some deviation from 
the result calcd. from Pascal's additive ]aw 
and the amts. of these deviations increase 
systematically from fvran to selenophene. 
From lhistendency, the author presumes that 
there should be some quantitative relationship 
hehveen these deviations and the corresponding 
atomic sizes of the heteroatmns in these 
molecules. Some quantitative details will 
soon be published. Author. 

   The activity and orlmotic coefficient 
of the concentrated 1-1 salt solutions. 
S. Kaneko. BuU. F.Ici~ratecl+». Lab., 6, q93 
-qy6 (Iygz).-The activity and osmotic 

coeff. of the coned. t-r salt solos. are caled. 
by the Following formulas and compared 
with the observed values :-

 In T~ zDkT I+xa + 3 rzNa°c
    + 3 rzeN=a'c=+ 8 t 
     x o.z6Syrz°N'a°c°-gVrtc+ / n ?~ 

                       and 

 _ E~ ~" I I g-r 
zDkTaL xa I+xa 

    _ z 

   + 3 Na'c+ 9 n=N=a"c~

 where r is the activity ccelf., g the asmotic 
'eceff. e- the charge of an electron, D the 

 dielectric cons[. of the solvent,. k the recipro-
cal of the thicknes. of the ionic auu., a the 
mean diameter of the ions, N Avogadro 
number, c mncn. .of the solo. in cool/cm', g 
the osmotic meff. Author. 

    The Wien effect of the weak 
electrolyte. 5. Kaneko. ball. F,ledra'eckrz. 
Lab., 6, 55t-553 (t94z}: The relation be-
tween Onsager's theor}' of the. Rrien effect of 
the weak electrolyte and Iijerrwn's theory of 
assocd. ion pair is made clear in this report. 

                           Author. 

    On Debye-Hiickel's theory of. strong 
electrolytes. S. I{aneko. Tzftidh aintirer-
sary papers of the F'ledrMecb.>t. Lab.,. tqS-
Iqy (ty4z).-Inconsistency of -the Debye-
Hiickd's theory of strong electrolytes is 
discussed. Author. 

   The equivalent conductivity of the 
concentrated 1-1 salt solution. S. 
I{aneko. Ball. Elec6roleek. Lab., 6, Syt-

Syz (rgga). The equivalent conductivity of 
coned. t-I salt solo. is calcil. by the equa-
tion 

         3rzri 9 
or 

        _ e°fl-I   ~-n" 
3DkT rl° I+xa 

        3rzr1 I+za x y 2 
 °=~t t%z ~ x (3) 

where A° is the limit of the equivalent con-
ductivity, Ethe charge of an elecuon, D the 

dielectric cons[. of the soWent, k 13oltzmann's 

must., T the absolute temp., a diameter of 

the ion;, x reciprocal of the ionic arm., N 

Avogadro s number viscosity of the solvent
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and these values are compared with the olr 
served value. Author. 

   The nearest dietnnce between ions 
in the electrolyte solution. S Kaneko. 
Bull. Eledroteeh. ]a L., 6, 59597 (r9+z)• 
-Assuming the potential energy E behveen 

ions is expressed by the following eyaation 

   E=eDr'- a -~. 
where c, and e. are the charge of positive 
and negatn•e -ion, D dielectric most., r the 
distance between ions, ~ and +1 musts., the 
nearest distance 6ebeeen ions in aapour or in 
ti,c solo. is ruled. Author. 

   The Faraday effect of strong 
electrolytes in aqueous solutions. VIII. 
KF, RbCI, CsCI, MgCI:, CaCI, and $rCl.. 
A. Okazaki. Pron. P/+yx. dlath. Soc. Japon; 
III, 24, +0-+8 (,94z).-The . relation he-
hveen the magnetooptiuhl ~totation and the 
concn. of the ayueoas solos. of KF, Rb(:I, 
CsCI, 11IgG7., CaCI: and SrCI. was studied 
for D-lines. It was• found that the values of 
the molecular rotations M[D] of KN, RbCI 
(`s01 tend todecrease slightly with increasing 
concn., ,while il,ose of MgClr; CaCI: and 
SrClt decrease remarkably. The values of 
111[D] of these electrolyte in dissocd. states 
were detd. by extmpolatiou to infinite dilu-
tion. Author. 

   The Faraday effect of ions in 
aqueous solutions. A. Okazaki. Prx. 
P6ya: Math, Sue. Japan, III, 24, 357-36t 

(ty+z).-The molecular rotation const. 0= 
N[ll] and the molecular refraction R of 
diamagnetic gaseous atoms are related to 

each other by the formula 0=- zeN R' 

P

where N is Aaogadro's number and p the 
number of dispersion elections per molecule. 
The values 0 of mane strong electrolytes 
for D-lines were detd. in ayueoas solar. and 
it isshmcn that these values-at infinite dilu-
tion are given- by the sums of the rotation 
musts. of the mmponeut ions, i.e. 0=0*-F-0_ 
(for mference, P+•oe. Pl+ya: D/atl+. Sac. Japan, 
III. 24; qo--g8(aq+a)). h'or~gasmus atomic 
ions one can .evaluate the value of 0 by 
assuming the values of R and p. Assuming 
that the 0-aalae of a small ion such as Li*, 
Na*, F- in aqueous cola differs, due to 
remarkable hydration effect, from that in the 

gaseous state, while a large ion such as K+, 
Rh*, (Js+, CI-, Br, I- shows little hydration 
effect, the following formula is obtained for 
the molecular rotation most. 0 of a molecule 
consisting of nco large ions, 

              n R: R'_lI 

By applying the above relation l0 1{CI 
molecule, one c1n determine the ionic rota-
tion musts- of K* and Cl-, and hence those 
of many other ions in ayueoas solos. 

                          Author. 

   The Faraday effect and refraction 
of rare gases and. rare-gas-like ions. 
A. Okaaki. Prae. 1'kys,-.Path. Soc. Japa,ti, 
III, 24, 36r-367 (rggz).-The values of 
molecular rotation consts. 0 of care gases 
can be calcd. fi~om the data for their namml 
dispersion. For atoms having similar elec-
tronic configurations, for example CI-, A and 
K+, the 0-values as well as the values of 
molecular iefmction decrease remarkably as 
their nuclear charges increase by unity. 

                        Author.
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   On the irr 
coagulation of 
electrolytes. III 
agulation of var 
from different 
ing material.. 
Btdl. Client. Soc. 
(tggt).-liach of 
Hg(CN)„ IIgSO„ 
by AgNO, almo•t . 
of irregular series s 
Hg(11., 'That is to 
there is no inlluen 
in sots. IV. On 
irregular series 
S. ItB. Brdl. Clrcr 

indispensable pzpti 
for Hg5•sol and 
certain anu,un[s o 
stable sot is obtain 
fI_5 as correspond 
series have keen a 
of stability of cols. 
a5 has teen prcpar 
by boiling and d 
a fused quartz ap 
series, although it i 
the conditions 
ments, especial) 
supersonic wave 
B+dl. Cbern. Sae. 
(tg4z).-In order 
coagulation expt;. 
ducibly, it is uses. 
th_ condition; of e 
of sh.tking and mi. 
solo;. 'Coo much 
lion. The use o 
fava~rable under 
Comparative stn 
lion curves of 

3o9-3t3 (t94z)•- o

~-Co//oid Clumtrtrp mrJ S:erjncr 

CHEMISTRY AND SU _ 
   CONTACT CATALY

egular aeries of the 
colloidal solutions by 

  Studies of the co-
ious HgS-sots, prepared 
mercuric salts as start• 
N. Sun and I:. DIBri 
Japan, 16, 5, t;9- .t43 

 -IgS-sots prepared from 
or hlg(No~., has shown 

the same coagulation curve 
uch as those starting from 

 say, for irregular eerie,, 
ce of electrolytes existing 

the role of H,S for 
of HgS•sol. N. Sata and 
a. Ssc: Japan. I7, I, q-

been observei that [L.S is 
sing an;l stabilising agent 
th,t, although it contains 
f coagulating electrolytes, 
ed if there exists a: much 
s to it. "1'he irregular 
beady found independent 

 Such a HgS-suspension 
ed from the ppts. purified 

ecatttztion over one year in 

pastas still show; irregular 
s very unstable. V. On 

of congulation esperi-
y on tits actions of 
s. N. Sata anal S. I[d. 

 Japrrn, 17, 2, ;6-6t 
to obtain the results of 

quantitatively and repro-
ssary to arrange carefully 
xpts., namely the method 
xiq; sots with electrolyte-
shaking Leads to floccula-
f super-sonic ha; been 
suitable conditions. VI. 
dies on the congula-
varioue sole. N. Sata 
Cbau. Soc. Japan, 17, 7; 
I'fte coaeulation curves 6y

AgNO, 
CdS am 

by the 
by H,S 
of analo. 
meths. 
with [Ir 
the irreg 

  Mot 
paper. 
Japan, I 
investi~.t 
been es 
moisture 

paper, a 
irtlancing 
relation,. 
lion toe. 
detd. by 
The cLat 
due to 
balanced 
ascertain 
be explai 
capillary 

  The 
in coot 
O. Kami 
.lapzrz, 
lion app) 
hydrogen 
diffusion 
derived 
Kataoka, 
(t 94z)) 
rive-hydr 
indicator 
rates of 
various 
biiefty,-

  The

C/umirtry A 97 

RFACE CHEMISTRY 

SIS) 

of se,•eml sulfide sots, such as ZnS, 
I As.$r, which have been prepared 
same method and stabilized equally 
as H;S sot, are compared. In spite 

gnus surface structures and stabilizing 
of colloidal pnrtide; of these sots 

ose of HgS-sot, neither of them shows. 
ular series. Authors. 

store absorption coefficient of 
S. Sima. Proc. Ybya.-JIaEh. Soc. 

6, ,Sz-tj4 (t94z): In the present 
lion, the formula m/Al=kt Y has 

tablished, where m is the amount of 
absorbed in piper, M the mass of 

nd P the vapour pres. in the state 
the above conditions. In the above 

k„ which is called moisture aluorp-
T., is an important cnnst. nnmher 

 temp. and quality n( the piper. 
,,e of kr for different kinds of paper 
temp. has been measured by the 
vapour press. method, and it was 

ed chat the moisture absorption can 
ned mn:is[ently by the function of 
contraction. Author. 

absorption of hydrogen sulfide 
act with aqueous solutions. II. 
ikc and S. Kataoka. J. Clecn,. Sac. 

63, to7i-to77 (t94z).-An expres-
fcable to the water-sodium chloride-
- sulfide systems, in terns of the 
distance, diffusion cnetf. and time, 

theoretically in (I) (O. Kamiike, S. 
and S. Inaln, ibid., fi3, tool-totq 

haibeen applied to the watm~-glyce-
o~en sulfide systems. As in (I) the 
method has been used to del. the 
absor(nion and diffusion mefl. at 

concns. The results are discussed 
                 Authoiv. 

,tionomolecular film of "I3una-
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N "• K. Snruki. .T. CGenr. Soc. Ja~rad, 68,' 
tog8-to6o Qgyz). _43una-N, the copolymer 
of butadiene and acrylnitrile can spread on 
water and Form the monolayer owing to the 
hydrophilic nature of its nitrite groups. The 
monolayer teas formed from the benzene solo. 
and dtc surface pres. f was detd. changing 
the area a and the temp. T (;°-;z°C). The 
f-a-1' relation is of" a new type. The f-a 
curves are S-shaped. The limiting area at 
zem press. is r.g sy. m/mg, or yy sy. A per 
CN, independent of T. 'Fhe film shows a 
high compressibility (e.g. o.;o cm/dyne at 
a=ay sq• m/mg and T=ro°C), which is 
completely reversible aher a compression [o 
one filth of the area. Temp. coeffs. of surface 
press and of compressibility aze neg. (e. g. 
(or the former -o.o5z dyne/cm. deg. at a= 
a9 sq,m/mg, T=ro°C). 'These extmorclinary 
properties are attributed to tUe rubberlike 
nature of Iiuna-N. Author. 

   Dehydrogenation of methane I. II. 
Kumku. J. Clrenr. Soe..Tafxzn, 63, t [yy-
n5o (tgyz).-The catalysts. Mg-, "lit-, Fe-, 
Ni- chrontite, were prepared by calcining the 
complex salts of annnonium chromates mit-
taining the crystaline water. 4Vilh dress

ntalysts the dehydrogenatibn reactions of 
CFI, tyith steam were studied. Ry comparing 
the cots of decomposition of CH, at goo°, 
the. following data were obtained 

   Chromite 11'Ig, %n, Fc, i\ri 
  Decomp, rate ..°n 3t ;q 68 Sy 

If is shoran thatthe Fe catalyst is available 
for this reaction. Author. 

   Catalytic action of Mg0 on n-butyl 
alcohol. T. Mizosim. RSporl of the brsti-
ttrte of Seientifre Readrroh, :1Tmrc/unrkuo, 6, 2, 
t;-z6. The catalytic action of itlg0 on 
butyl alcohol under the temp. of Sao and 
i5o°C rpp. was investigatal as to the com-
ponents in the gaseous and liquid products. 
In the gas produced, its was the main com-
ponent and the presence of CO and COs 
indicated the rlecompn, of aldchyde produced 
by dehydrogenation of alcohol. In the liyuid 
products, aldchyde, n-dipntpylkeume. ;-
methylalheptene-;, butyl es!er, Ilenzene and 
m-zplene were identified Uy chemical and 
absorption spectrum method. ~ These subs-
tances are considered to he fomted Uy the 
dehydrogenation, condensltion and cycliza-
tion of alcohol or aldchyde produced, and 
the reaction may be represented as follows.

  t• CII,•CI-is•CH,•CH,•OH-+CH,~CH.yCH.•CHO+H, 

 z. CH,•CII,•Clls•CIIOtCIi,•CHO OH 
                        CH,•CII, -• CH,•Clis•C}I,•CI I •Cld •C110 

                              

~ CI1,•CII, 

                              ~. CIL•CI1, 
                                CH,•CH,•CH,•CH : C•CHO+1Is0 

 ;. zCtl,•CIL•Clis•CHO-+CH,•CH;•CH,•000•CHs•CHs•CII,•CII, 

 y. CH,•CIL•CFIs•CHO-~CI-I,•CHs•CH:CO-FH: 

                       CH,•CH.•CHs•000H 
1 
                           CH, •CH, •CHs•CO•CH., •CHs•CH, 

                                   etc, 

 5. CI1,•Clis•Clls•CHs•OII-. A\ + I~rc, 
    Hydrogenation and hydrogenolyeia Tomita and S..Uyco. .I. Chem. Snc..IaTan; of diphenyl ethers over platinic oxide I 63, u8y-n93 (tgyz): It leas been found 

catalyst under mild conditions, 114. that diphenyl ethers, which are in general
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very stable agairtst the ordinary reagents for 
eKecting the scission of carbonox}'gen linkage, 
react comparatively rapidly with hydrogen 
over Adams' platinic oxide catalyst under the 
normal press. at room temp. Diphen}•I ether 
itself undergoes under these conditiau hydro-

genation and hydrogenolysis yiekling cyclo-
hexan ati)1 cyclohezanol as the end products. 
Methyl z, 3-dimethoxydiphenyl ether vicar-
boxylate- (5, 6, q) and methyl 3, q.limethoxY-
diphenyl ether tricarboxylate- (5. 6, q) absorb 

4.5-5.7 coo] equivalents of hydrogen, result-
ing in methyl ;-hydroxy-q, 5-dimetboxy-

phthalate,(m.p. nz°) and methyl ;-hydroxy-5, 
6-dimethos}'-phthalate (m.p. 87-88°) reap. 
Methyl z-methosy-dipirenylether diearboxy-
late-~ (5, q') a»d z; 3-dimedrosy-z'-methyl-
diphenyl ether dictrboxylic acid- (5, q') react 
with approximately y-g root equivalents of 
hydroe°ert to form mists. n( completely and 
incompletely hydrogenated benzene deriva-
tives. The above reaction occurs perhaps 
over three stages: first, the hydrogenation of 
the less stable benzene nucleus take place 
to forni cydohexyl or cyclohexenyl phenyl 
ether, which then undergoes hydrogenolysis 
resulting in cyclohexan and phenolic benzene 
derivatives. Further hydrogenation of the 
latter products also yields as an end praluct 
a cyclohexan derivative, but in special case,, 
when it is very sntble toward hydrogenation, 
the reaction stands still at the second stage.

~nrJ Surfntr Chunirlry .~ 3p 

  For example. the presence of two earbome-
 thoxy groups in a benzene nucleus prevents 
 further .hydrogenation, yielding hydroxy-

 phthalate as the end products. Authors. 

     A consideration of mechanism of 
 reduction of silver chloride by hydro-

 gen and deuterium on the basis of the 
 absolute reaction rate. I. lIiguti. Belll. 

  brat. 1'/ys. Chem. Research, 21, S, 7t3-lag 
  (tggz).-(Prof. F. Isikaoa and K. Yosimura 
  Bull. 1. P. C. R., 20, n (tygt)).-Preciously 

 showed that the velocity of rednciion of 
 siher chloride by hydrogen and deuterium 

 might be expressed by dP = t}aPnce 
 The present author has derived the above 

 expression by rnnsidering this reaction from 
  the theory ofabsolute reaction rate, and arrivert 

 at the conclusion that the rate detmg. step 
 in the reactions is the formation of activated 

 complexes benveeu a gas molecule and the 
 dual site of surface active points. By this 
  mech. the reaction rate has been ealcd. to be 
  z.g•to" molecules/cm=. sec. for hydrogen 

  and o.5yrd~' molecules/cm'. sec. fur deute-
  rium, whereat the observed values are g.z•ro''' 

  for hydrogen and r.gro" for deuterium. The 
  values of a in the above expre~ion have been 
 calcd. and compared with the observed values 

 'The discrep!tncy between [hem is discussed. 
                            Author.

\~ s«
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